Ida Hiršenfelder

ContradiCTions
of the Hidden
Landscape
Interview with Trevor Paglen
Trevor Paglen is going to mark the opening of the new Aksioma | Project Space
with a very concise exhibition of four projects from his wide-spread artistic
research on landscapes and phenomena that are hidden from the public view
and operate in the heterogeneous interests of the state apparatus. He is going
to show a selection from his work Symbology (2006), in which he has collected
a wide range of perplexing symbols and insignia that signify secret military
operations, various units, command affiliations, and programmes, by which
members of these programmes are able to identify one another. The patches
represent a distinguished military culture, marked by an explicitly gaudy taste,
in which the “Pentagon’s ‘black world’ is replete with the rich symbolic language
that characterises other, less obscure, military activities”. The second work at
the exhibition, Missing Persons (2006), is going to present another by-product
of secret activities, which only insinuates the highly dubious activities of the
CIA, for which it has created a wide-spread list of fake names to cover up the
trail of their agents. Since the mid-nineties, the CIA has been wildly active in
kidnapping, detaining and torturing people who were suspected of terrorism
all around the world and it has brought them to a network of secret prisons
referred to as ‘black sited’. For their activities, the CIA has used unmarked
aeroplanes, which are owned by intricate networks of front companies whose
boards of directors are composed of non-existent people. The Missing Persons
project is a collection of their signatures culled from business records, aircraft
registrations, and corporate filings. Connected to both of these works is the
project Code Names, which lists words, phrases, and terms that designate
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active military programs whose existence or purpose is classified ranging from
intelligence programmes to military operations, and secret identities and fake
companies. The forth project is going to present selected works from the Limit
Telephotography project, which unveil the geographies of classified military bases
and facilities that are off-limits to the general public. In this piece, in which the
artist uses highly magnified photographic technology that closely resembles
astrophotography, the artist reveals highly grained blurred images of secret
geographies, which seem so far as if they did not belong to the same dimension.
Courtesy the artist

Trevor Paglen
Limit Telephotography, 2006
Morning Commute (Gold Coast Terminal)/Las Vegas

In your academic work, you deal with specific geographical methodology, but
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I would like to understand the meaning of form in your visual arts projects.
Would the form adopt the same status as the methodology in science? How
important is the aesthetics of the work that you are doing?

It’s very important. I’ve been an artist for much longer than I’ve been a social
scientist. Paying attention to what the world looks like (and I mean this very
literally) is extremely important to me. In research, I pay a lot of attention to
the moments where I find an image or document or phenomena that seems
to be metaphorically charged.
Could you give us an example, so we would better understand this statement?
One of the pieces in the exhibition at Aksioma is a collection of signatures of
fake people, who have been involved with the CIA covert operations. I began
to collect those signatures obsessively, because to me they were extremely
telling. To a political scientist or a journalist, these false signatures have zero
value – they don’t really tell you anything or further any sort of analysis –
but for me they are very compelling as an image. And I think, because of my
background, I pay very close attention to this moment of seeing.

Trevor Paglen
Missing Persons
2006, detail

Would you say that seeing is believing?
I’m much more interested in raising questions about seeing. I like to play
with the notion that seeing is believing, but I always try to point out how
frangible that relationship is.
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Especially in the context of art, one can never trust what one sees. Documents
are often presented as mimicry, re-enactment, reinterpretation or just simple
manipulation, which is posing a question about believability. When going
through your collection of patches, I found it hard to believe that any person
who takes herself seriously would do something of such gaudy taste.
You are obviously not an American military person.
Would you say that the military should get some art education?
No. I like the fact that they have their own weird outsider art.
Seriously, these patches look like they belong to some underground gang
movement, that’s why they are a little bit unconvincing. The blunt question
would be: Are they authentic?
Yes, absolutely, I’m not creative enough to make up all those things.
The real question is: How is it possible that people who would collect so much
power and take so much effort to conceal themselves from the public view
allow you to research them?
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Military and intelligence infrastructures are not simple at all. The state is not at
all a unitary thing, but a wildly self-contradictory structure. Methodologically,
my overall approach involves trying to find the contradictions within the
secret parts of the state, because those are often the moments where you
get a glimpse of it. Those patches are an example.
It is really interesting with your work, that you emphasise the idea about
contradictions, which prevents us from thinking about conspiracy theories,
which are quite childish in comparison to your work.
The notion of contradiction is at the core of both the theoretical work as well
as the visual and aesthetic work that I’ve done. I’m very much interested in
the places where meta-narratives do not cohere. I’m interested in the places
where intelligibility becomes impossible based on a lack of evidence. I don’t
want to go further in my analysis than the evidence I have allows. A lot of
the time, this somehow means actually reproducing that unintelligibility.
This is exactly the opposite of conspiracy theory, because a conspiracy
theory is an attempt to form a narrative out of a lot of evidence that
doesn’t cohere. Conspiracy theorists speculate that there is a greater order,
or purpose, or invisible hand trying to put together seemingly fragmented
pieces of evidence into an underlying narrative. But I don’t want to go that
Courtesy the artist

Trevor Paglen
Symbology, 2007
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far. For myself, I think it’s more interesting to let the fragments be – to let
them speak for themselves, and to watch them fail to speak.
Had any of the conspiracy theorists adopted any of your research as a part
of their grand scheme?
Not so much. I generally tend to stay away from all of that. I am often invited
to radio or television shows that have to do with conspiracy theories. I tend
not to do it, but there were a couple of times when I participated and it was a
very strange thing. There is a show called Coast to Coast and it is the biggest
conspiracy show in the United States. I have been on it a couple of times and
I haven’t done well. On one occasion I was speaking about the “extraordinary
rendition programme”, and some of the things CIA was doing. The CIA, as
you know, was kidnapping and torturing people, and hiding them as ghost
prisoners in a network of secret prisons. When I talked about this on the
show, people got absolutely furious with me, saying that I was a traitor and
so forth. The irony was that if I had said that the CIA was working with aliens
to kidnap and torture children at secret bases in the desert, I think all the
listeners to the show would have loved it.
Art projects are often kept in a very hermetic space, but your projects seem to
communicate with a wider public. Of course, this communication is problematic
in all kinds of ways, because we still speak different languages. Nevertheless,
it seems that, in your work, you do have a sort of unveiling political agenda.
There is a politics to it. I’m interested in the American political culture, the
mechanics of the state, and the mechanics of what we may call the “deep
state”. I’ve written some books that deal with this question; they talk about
the structure of the deep state and the tension between it and notions of
democracy. I can make a very different argument in a book than with an art
work. I don’t try to construct linear narratives in my visual work. I’ve never
been able to do that and I think very few people can do that well, because,
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as a form, art is not very well suited to linearity. I think art is very well suited
to asking questions about epistemology or ambiguity. I think of myself as

quite conservative as an artist in a sense that I’m not an avantgardist. I’m
not necessarily interested in developing new formal strategies. I think many
politically oriented artists see a homology between radical forms of art and
radical forms of politics, but I don’t see it.
Quite the contrary, I believe a lot of politically oriented art does not take
enough care of the formal aspects of visual language. In your photographic
works, there is a distinguished aesthetics of grained, unclear pictures, which
is based on your decision to use particular media of telephotography that is
not used by very many people. This seems to be a very formalist aspect of
your work rather than a narrative.
Surely, the formal aspects of the work are the vocabulary that I use. Talking
specifically about photography, I am more interested in highlighting the
uncertainty of photography and the uncertainty of seeing. I pay very close
attention to the formal language of visual work or photography and there are
lots of references to different forms of art from the past. This is absolutely
crucial, but at the same time, I want to do work that is understandable. I
want to be rigorous in form, I don’t want to degrade the work, but I am also
interested in communicating to as many people as I can.
When we were speaking about political context, you were mostly addressing
the American political agenda, but I presume the so-called “black world
geography” affects people all around the globe? Which geographies have
you explored thus far?
When we are talking about these black operations or secret geographies,
there are two things that need to be pointed out. The scale of these activities
within the United States is much greater than in any other country. The other
point is that American geographies of secrecy are not confined to the US at
all; they are all over the world. I’ve done work on the American geography
of secrecy, but this has taken me all over the world to Afghanistan, Europe,
Central America, and elsewhere.
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Photo: Janez Janša

Trevor Paglen
A Hidden Landscape
Aksioma | Project Space, Ljubljana, 2011
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How is your work funded?
This is a good question. Some of it is funded from sales, some of it by getting
advances for writing, I also lecture a lot.
This seemed a relevant question for you had to do quite substantial travelling
for projects like the book Torture Taxi and the work that was done for that
piece. Mapping out and following the activities of the CIA can prove to be quite
an expensive trail. Art usually doesn’t come anywhere near those budgets.
This is true. It’s funded through capitalism more than anything else. Capitalism
will fund much more radical work than the non-profit world, at least in the US.
I’ve received only very few grants, and even those only very recently. If, six
years ago, you had gone to some art organisation and told them you would
like them to fund your running around the world looking for secret prisons of
torture, they would have flatly refused. But you could go to patrons, publishers
or gallery owners, who would be a lot more open to your suggestions.
In your last book Invisible, you didn’t publish research. Why have you decided
to print a photographic album?
I have a lot of photographs and I thought people might want to see them.
(smile) It’s an art book, a big part of what I do and actually all my books are in
conversation with one another. Writing a book is a particular way of seeing,
but with photographs it’s another way of seeing.
It would be interesting to talk a bit about your idea of experimental geography
and your role as a geographer in connection to your academic work at the
Berkeley University.
Experimental geography was an argument that I was initially developing for
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the academics, but a lot of artists started to adopt it, which is actually quite
surprising to me. I was talking to people in social sciences and the academia,
arguing that one of the logical consequences of a lot of the work that we are

doing has to do with questions of form and representation and the politics of
form. The experimental geography argument was asking social scientists to
be self-reflexive about the questions of why the form of, for example, peerreviewed articles is so rigorously accepted without any questions, and how
the form can be so appallingly anachronistic in this day and age. It is not only
about what we present in research, but also about what the politics of the
forms in which we present research is. If you look at how a lot of academic
journals are set up, you would see that they are owned by multi-million dollars
corporations. A scholar is expected to give up copyrights completely without
getting paid. We are essentially generating free content for corporations.
Are you able to present some of your findings from the art field in the
academic context?
I don’t really care that much to do this. There was one electronic journal called
Vectors Journal from Los Angeles. They were trying to produce peer-reviewed
publications that could be in whichever form you chose. I participated in one
of their fellowships and produced one of the two tracking applications, which
tracks air-craft movements arriving to and departing from black sites in
the United States. Over time, a data base was created by tracking different
registration numbers of the planes. It was basically a database, part of it was
written, and another part of it was visual.
How is it possible that you were able to obtain all this information about
something that is supposed to be secret?
Again, this is the question of contradiction. This secret state has to intersect
the visible world in all sorts of different places, because it can’t be a completely
self-contained thing, and those intersections between the secret state and the
rest of the state in the materiality of the surface of the earth are moments
of contradiction and it is possible to find them.
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